Petition to move on out of the valley of the shadow of death
A shadow is a very powerful structure in the spirit. We read in the Bible that we may reside in
the shadow of the Almighty’s wings. A shadow has the purpose of protection but, as it falls
on you it marks you in a certain way. In the spirit we may be marked with the shadow of
death. We want to repent and exchange this dark shadow for a kingdom of Light shadow by
removing us from the valley of the shadow of death.

Father, I come before You in the Name of Yeshua and through the blood of the Lamb
representing myself, my seed line and blood line and all my humanity. I ask that as I pray
that all that pertains to me will be covered and sealed off by the Blood of the Lamb. I
acknowledge before Your court that I do not have all the understanding as I petition today –
but I come by faith, placing my trust and hope in Yeshua as my Advocate and Holy Spirit as
my Helper to argue my case where I lack in my human understanding. Father, I ask that the
books be opened over myself and my representative lines regarding the valley of the
shadow of death. Father, as background to my petition today, I also include every other
prayer which I have prayed in this regard including the breaking of the covenant with death
as You have given it in Is 28.
Father, Your Word states in Ps 23 that we should walk and make progress through the
valley of the shadow of death. I want to acknowledge today before Your court that we have
not been able to do this, generationally. Father, we are stuck in the valley of the shadow of
death. I repent and take full responsibility for every covenant, agreement, vow, lack of
understanding and free-will choice that had the effect of us making our dwelling – for abiding
and living – in this place of the Shadow of Death. But, today, on this day, I make a free will
choice on behalf of my seed line and blood line and all parts of me that we choose to get up
and walk out of this valley. We petition to be able to be freed from this dark spiritual place.
Father, Your Word describes a shadow as a protective measure as a defence structure.
Father, I want to repent of every vow and covenant and agreement in all time, space and
dimension that has placed my seed line, bloodline and humanity under the protection of
Death, Darkness, Hades and Sheol in all its forms and by any other names it was known by.
I repent of protecting Death, Sheol, Hades, with all its associated dark forces from Your
judgement and retaliation. I repent and take full responsibility that parts of my humanity in
my represented generations have become so enmeshed with Death and Sheol that it would
mean that parts of me will be destroyed should I ever pray to be released. Father, I come
today placing my hope, faith and trust in the blood of the Lamb and ask that all my humanity
and those linking me to the generations before me will be removed, unhooked, separated
from this dark defence mechanism. Father, in essence, I am repenting off my humanity
protecting Satan, including all his associated names and forms (Lucifer, the dragon, the
serpent, the false light etc). I repent of every instance in all time, space and dimensions
where I have become just like my father the devil and is therefore representing the dark
kingdom and protecting him because of my humanity being stuck to him. I repent of having
become just like him, in image and likeness and ask that all these parts of me will be
cleansed by the blood of the Lamb, will be healed, unhooked and unmeshed from his
essence or darkness in order to be removed from the kingdom of death. I also include in this
the kingdoms of killing, stealing and destroying. By my free will choice I choose on behalf of
my seed line and blood line to no longer be a shield to the dark kingdom. I willingly renounce
and denounce this dark calling and associated mantels and tasks. I declare and decree that
my humanity no longer will form part of the dark shadow of the valley of death.
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I repent and take full responsibility for being an agent of death, generationally. I repent and
take full responsibility for sacrificing others’ humanity and linking them to this dark shield of
the shadow of the valley of death. I repent where my words, thoughts and actions have
sacrificed them to form part of this dark shadow or shield - and ensnaring them to a life lived
in the regions of death. I also ask Father, that they will be freed today by the blood of the
Lamb. I repent.
Father, I also petition today through the blood of the Lamb to be freed and removed from all
other shadows under which my humanity is stuck generationally, including these ones
mentioned in your Word: the shadow of the kings, the shadow of the mountains, the shadow
of Egypt, the shadow of a house for protection, all shadows linked to time and the sun and
all shadows that represent transition as well as all others applicable but not specifically
mentioned.
Father, and then I include the state of death, the place of death and every instance or
projection or representation of death opposed to life; linking my humanity and generations to
deep darkness, the grave, extreme danger and the state and place of death.
Father, as part of my petition, I bring the words of Job before You spoken as my own in
repentance and acknowledgement. I repent for the curse with which I have viewed the days
of my conceptions and birth. I repent and take full responsibility for the fact that these two
events in time – from moving out of Your hand into earthly atmosphere has unleashed and
activated the generational conflict between life and death. These two events, conception and
birth kick-started my duel or double calling to serve the dark kingdom and to live a life of
representing the Kingdom of Light. I therefore surrender, the trauma and conflicting
confusing mind states that are associated with these events in time, space and dimensions. I
surrender these events before Your throne, acknowledging the generational iniquities at play
here, and repent of them all. Would you please come and cleanse the spiritual dynamics
associated with this because of my covenant with You?
Father, the generational curse over my birth and conception and for those I represent in the
spirit is marked with misery, destruction, death, sorrow, wickedness and the state of being
alone and being hidden from Your presence and kingdom of Light. I acknowledge and
repent of this state – that it was allowed and permitted by You because of the sin,
transgression and iniquities which my seed line and blood line carry in the spirit. I ask that
these marks or triggers in the spirit will be destroyed by the blood of the Lamb.
Father, I repent and take full responsibility that darkness and the shadow of death have
stained my humanity – that it has claimed me as their next of kin, has marked me as family. I
repent of the marital covenant that is associated with this stained state. Today, I bring this
covenant as well as the generational purchase or dowry that sealed this transaction in the
spirit – whatever offering that was given – to be annulled in the name of Yeshua and through
the blood of the Lamb. I am married to Yeshua and can therefore not be married to these
entities as well. I ask in the name of Yeshua that the black cloud over my humanity – which
is a token of this dark covenant and which keeps me in a perpetual state of fear and terror
will be burned away by your Light and fire. (Job 3:5)
I come today and unhook my humanity from the defiled time and defiled land (including
physical and spiritual land) the defiled community, defiled office and defiled birth right which
is associated with this dark transaction in the spirit realm. Father, I repent that darkness
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seized my humanity, my legacy and carried me away, stripping me of all joy and purpose. I
petition Your courts today for complete restoration. (Job 3:6).
Father, I repent that because of this generational dark system and their dark agendas that
my humanity was stripped and is now solitary and barren. I ask in the name of Yeshua and
through the blood of the Lamb that the wrapping of death and destruction will be removed
from my humanity – keeping me devastated, deprived, lonely, abandoned from friends and
hope, (Job 3:7)
Father, I acknowledge and repent of the feeding tubes, covenants, control bonds or any
other structure that connects my humanity and those of my generations and the times of my
conception and birth with the crocodile, Leviathan and the constellation of the dragon.
Through the blood of the Lamb I ask to be cleansed, loosened and unhooked from their
curses and influence over my life and humanity. (Job 3:8).
I also repent of me being connected to the dark stars of the constellation of the dragon so
that I will never be able to find the light and where darkness is my only known portion (Job
3:9)
Father, I repent and take full responsibility for the generational sorrow, trouble, pain,
perverseness and wickedness that my body and mind is subjected to because of my
generational placement under the shadow of the valley of death. I repent of every vow and
wish that I have uttered over my own humanity and over those of my family whishing that I or
they were dead. I bring every one of these curses under the blood of the Lamb making them
null and void. Father, please remove the bungee cord from my humanity that pulls me back
repeatedly so that I continue to think like and speak like the regions of death. I bring the
generational mind control patterns associated with this and ask to be freed from the
Luciferian mind control system of killing stealing and destroying with all its associated
structures. (Job 3:10)
Father, I repent of my double minded state. I repent of the confusion in my humanity that
makes it hard for me to discern between light and darkness. I repent of the conflict my
association with the kingdom of light and darkness causes in me. I repent of blaming You,
not trusting You and being angry with You; please wash my mind with the blood of the Lamb.
I repent of every part of me who wants to lay down and settle down in death. I repent for
every part of me that feels like it belongs to and in death – that this is the only place where I
would find rest. Please break this deception from my humanity. I repent for my alliance with
the counsellors of the wilderness who oversees building the decayed places of where I
reside. I also repent of my alliance with the princess or evil taskmasters with whom I am in
bondage too and are being held captive in their prisons and dungeons. I willingly renounce
and denounce their counsel. I repent and take full responsibility for my yearning after and
seeking earthly riches that has placed me into bondage with these forces and powers. (Job
3:13,15)
Father, please help me I am in this place of death and darkness. I am still an infant and has
never seen the light! From this place, I am continually being tortured and held ensnared by
the troubling thunders, their anger and fear programming. Please my King, please come with
Your great Light and silence the sounds of the evil task masters and master controllers. On
behalf of my humanity and generations I choose Your kingdom above this. (Job 3:16-19)
Father, I repent that, to survive, I have started to wait on death, to dig for the hidden
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treasures of death. Your word speaks of redeeming these treasures - the stones of death as
well as redeeming the shadow of death – my King I invite Your glory into these symbols and
places and prophetic structures so that Your names will once again be written over and
above it. Come and perfect them, my King, removing all marks of iniquity from them (Job
28:3) Please unhook my spiritual senses, my humanity from all that keeps me captive here,
the screens, the bars of iron as well as all other structures and devices that keeps me
ensnared in the land of darkness and the shadow of death. Please rescue me from the
chaos of these dark regions in the spirit where the light is as darkness. Help my Lord, I have
become just like it. (Job 10:21,22)
Your Word states in Job 12 that in Your hand is the soul of every living thing, and the breath
of all mankind. With the ancient is wisdom; and in length of days understanding. With him is
wisdom and strength, he hath counsel and understanding. With him is strength and wisdom:
the deceived and the deceiver are his. He leads counsellors away spoiled, and makes the
judges fools. He loosens the bond of kings, and girds their loins with a girdle. He leads
princes away spoiled, and overthrows the mighty. He removes away the speech of the
trusty, and taketh away the understanding of the aged. He pours contempt upon princes,
and weakens the strength of the mighty. He discovers deep things out of darkness, and
brings out to light the shadow of death. Come my King, display Your awesome wonder in
this place.
Father, I repent and acknowledge that the shadow of death is on my eyelids – sorrow has
encamped all around me. Please cleanse my spiritual senses with Your blood and unhook
them from the regional dark feeding tubes keeping me a slave to this dark system. (Job
16:16).
Father, I repent and take full responsibility for rebelling against the light and for not knowing
the paths of light. I repent that I can therefore not escape from my place of captivity. I repent
and bring every and each dark work before You which I am assigned to in the kingdoms of
killing, stealing and destroying. I repent that parts of my humanity knows not the light! Please
come and introduce Yourself to me, draw me close God so that the terrors of the shadow of
death can seize and desist (Job 24:13,16).
Father, you are mighty and awesome and strong and powerful and through Your glory can
you bring an end to darkness, destruction, death, sorrow and wickedness. I bring the cross
and the blood of the Lamb against each of these forces and speak freedom in the name of
Yeshua. Please remove these marks from my humanity that mark me as one of darkness. I
repent and take full responsibility my King. (Job 28:3) There is no darkness, nor shadow of
death, where the workers of iniquity may hide themselves. Job 34:22
Father, in the name of Yeshua and through the blood of the Lamb, I take the keys of the
Kingdom and open the gates of death and the doors of the shadow of death. I thank You
that You will remove the dark gate keepers and guards and that You will come and remove
all my humanity from these regions. Please seal this gate and door with Your blood so that I
will never again find my way there apart from Your time of death ordained for me in Your
books (Job 38:17).
Father, I repent that I cannot leave this place of the dragon/serpent and covering of the
shadow of death because of my physical, mental and spiritual brokenness. (Ps 44:19) I am
bound here by affliction and irons and are therefore cursed to remain seated in this dark
place (PS 107:10) I call upon the name of Yeshua, to heal my brokenness in Your spiritual
sanctuary of healing. Please remove my mind from the bonds and wash my thoughts from
the mind control of the dragon and the serpent.
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I declare that this scripture in Isa 9:2 is my hope and portion The people who walked in
darkness have seen a great Light; those who dwelt in the land of intense darkness and the
shadow of death, upon them has the Light shined. As well as Lup 1:78,79 Because of and
through the heart of tender mercy and loving-kindness of our God, a Light from on high will
dawn upon us and visit [us] [Mal_4:2]
To shine upon and give light to those who sit in darkness and in the shadow of death, to
direct and guide our feet in a straight line into the way of peace. [Isa_9:2]
So, Father, having said all of this according to Your Word, I now petition, that every legal
contract, vow, agreement or covenant that is protecting Satan, Lucifer, the dragon or the
age-old serpent will be cancelled by the blood of the Lamb. I petition that because of my
covenant with Yeshua through the cross where Satan was overpowered that the kingdoms
and powers associated with killing, stealing and destroying will have to let me go, today! I
choose today to break all alliances in spirit, soul or body with these and to cancel all
offerings to them and rituals that pertain to them. I ask that all control bonds associated with
these systems and structures in the spirit will be cleansed and my humanity separated from
it. I petition that You would remove me from under the control of the grave, and the octopus,
separating my heart and mind to be able to receive and know the light. Please cut me loose,
Yeshua. Father, please remove the death wrappings from me. Father, please remove all my
humanity from these regions, please seal them off and place my broken and deceived parts
in Your heart to be cleansed, healed and trained. I speak life in abundance over these parts
and portions sealed by the blood of the Lamb.
I ask that You renew my mind to be as the mind of Christ – please cancel all other
programming in my spirit heart and mind. All through the blood of the Lamb. I praise you and
thank You from a very humble place in the name of Yeshua.
I choose today to place my trust in the shadow of Your wings. I choose today and petition
that you would remove me from this dark valley and that I will be made to abide under the
shadow of Your wings.
In the name of Yeshua, I pray
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